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E PRINCETON
AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 16144

EADER •

Accuracy, Reliability And
Promptness Of Local News

--Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 26, 1945
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exceptStar Medal for
achievement
- meritorious
non with military opa Medical Corpsman.
,more than 3 years,
Fox hi. seen service
d, North Africa, France
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her Larson, Jr,
'I Relatives Here
U.S.) Arthur Larson,
returned from the South
where he has served
oeember, and is on leave
his parents, Mr. and
Arthur Larson, Chicago.
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tier. J. B. Bohannon, here
his leave.
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Living Room In Flying Boat Compartment

End Of Rationing
System Forecast
For late 1946

Joint Committee Will
Be Named To Study
New Method For
Solving Problem

Marshal Henri Philippe Petain, chief of staff of the Vichy
French Regime, wears his field marshal's uniform as he sits in
court at the Palace of Justice, Paris, at the opening of his trial
on charges of treason and intelligence with the enemy. Disorder
broke out in the courtroom after Petain made a statement to
the court trying him for his life. A guard stands at right. (AP
Wirephoto via radio from, Paris)

7duirtie C. Darnell, Princeother members of his
Aviation Engineer Bat.
base been awarded the
'Meritorious Service
for building B-29 bases
His wife, Myra, lives
(Ely Associated Presa)
Alan street and parents,
Boston, Mass.—Troops tit the
, Mrs. J. N. Darnall, live
Fifth Infantry Division have arto 5, Cadiz.
rived at this port and will the
• • •
given furloughs or discharges
F. Pinnegar
before they are reassembled at
On Points
Carlon F. Pinnegar, Camp Campbell, Ky., to train
street, was one of for duty in the Pacific.
Capt. A. B. Campbell, Jr., pubky men discharged
Fifth
bury Separation Cen- lic relations officer of the
that the veteran in16 under the Army's reported
fantry unit probably would beservice rating plan.
gin training at Camp Campbell
• • •
during the last week in August.
illiam C. Robinson
When the foot-soldiers arrived
McClelland, Ala.
William Claude Robin. here, Maj. Gen. Albert X:
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Brown, stated, "right now everyHopkinsville street, one is looking forward to his
recently inducted in furlough, but after that we'll
some hard antiY, is receiving his basic buckle down to
at Ft. McClellan; Ala.
a graduate of the 1945
t Cobb High School.
•. •

Troops Slated For 1 raining
At Camp Campbell Arrive

ITN

Kiwanis-Rotary
Clubs Unite In
Hospital Effort

Kiwanis To Play
Teen-Age Team

Jap training at Camp Campbell
before we go to the Pacific
theater."
The Fifth Division has been
overseas for three and a half
fought through
and
years
France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Austria and Czechslovakia, The
division became the first outfit to go overseas in the present
war when it was garrisoned in
Iceland.
During the Third Army's drive
across Europe, the Fifth, as
part of the organization, won
the title' "Patton's River Rats"
because of its frequent river
crossings, including those over
the Moselle at Metz and the
Rhine near Oppenheim.

JAGGERS, DRAIN WILL
REPRESENT KIWANIANS
AT DISTRICT MEETING

The Princeton Kiwanis and
Rotary clubs have gone on
record favoring the
appointment of a joint committee do be
selected from the membership
of the two clubs to study the
problems involved in building
a new hospital for Caldwell
county.
At the regular meeting of the
Kiwanis Club here Wednesday,
it was announced that Thomas
J. Simmons will head the committee from the Kiwanis club.
Alton Templeton, president of
the Princet6n Rotary club, announced following the regular
meeting of the Rotary club
Tuesday, that the Rev. Chas. P.
Brooks would head the committee from the Rotary Club.
Other members of the joint
committee are to be announced
later.
The action of these two civic
organizations represents a new
attempt to solve the problem of
modern hospital
securing a
service for Caldwell county.
The local hospital board has
announced the closing of the
Princeton hospital October 1,
due to inadequate facilities for
continued operation.
Guests at the Tuesday meeting of the Rotary club were
the former district governor of
Rotary, Rev. Walter I. Munday,
Hopkinsville, and Owen Hoskinson, Elkton.
W. D. Armstrong spoke at the
Kiwanis meeting on peach -culture at the West Kentucky SubExperiment Station farm.
Members of the soft ball
teams of the two Clubs are to
play a benefit game /or ,the disabled veterans at Outwood hospital, August 2.

Physicians Offer
New Health Plan

Distribution Of Book 5
Will Be Made By
OPA From Dec. 3 to
15 Through Schools
(Hy Associated Press)
Washington, July 25 — The
OPA said today that rationing
will probably continue through
most of 1946, but held out hope
that it may end late that year.
Announcing plans to distribute
Ration Book Five next December 3-15, Price Administrator
Chester Bowles said:
"The supply agencies—the Department of Agriculture and the
War Production Board — have
told U13 that meats and fats, canned goods, sugar and shoes all
JUSL to snow the size oat one el me compar ments in the huge flying boat "Hawaii Mars"
a group of models demonstrates how easily it can a,commociaie a complete set of living room will be in tight supply for some
furniture. (AP Wirephoto)
months to come, so it looks as
-if a ration book will be needed
throughout most of next year.
"We hope that Book Five will
be the last in the series of wartime ration books, and that there
will be plenty of stamps we
The following election officers thur Faughn, R-J.
One To Be Chosen As will serve in the coming Cald- Princeton No., 8—Mrs. Mack won't have to use."
Election Commissioner well county primary election to Clift, R-C; Mrs. Herman Ban- • New A gasoline books also will
be held August 4.
nister, D-S; Arthur Pettit, R-J; be issued at the same time. As
By State Board
in the past, schools and other
Princeton No. 1—Mrs. J. R. Mrs. W. W. Whitis, D-J.
At a meeting of the Caldwell
Catlett, D-C; Mrs. Carl Strong,
Princeton No. 9—Mrs. Joel public buildings will be the disCounty Democratic Executive
R-S; Mrs. Lee Cardin, D-J; Boitnott, D-C; Elmer Jackson, tributing points.
Committee in the courthouse
Both types of books will be
Henry Butlel., R-J.
R-S; Jessie Bogle, D-J; Mrs.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
arranged to last from 10 to 15
Princeton No. 2—Mrs. Fred Edna Roberts, R-J.
names of five persons were listStevenson, R-C; Marshal RogPrinceton No. 10—Mrs. M. C. months, as war needs dictate.
ed to be sent to the State Board
ers, D-S; Mrs. William Coleman, Cartwright, R-C; Herman Oliver, The gasoline book. will become
of Election Commissioners, from
R-J; E. R. Brown, D-J.
D-S; Alva Merrick, R-J; Mrs. valid December 22, Book Five
which list the Democratic memsoon after New Year's.
Princeton No. 3—Mrs. Frances Elouise Jacob, D-J.
ber of the County Election ComAlso today, Secretary of AgClayton, D-C; Guy Smith, R-S:
Princeton No. 11—Mrs. S. J.
mission will be chosen. They
S. J. Cantrell, D-J; Mrs. John Satterfield, D-C; Chester Haw- riculture Anderson announced
are John Mahan, J. W. McChes- E.
no plans
Eison, R-J.
kins, R-S; Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, formally that there are
ney, G. L. Chambers, Mrs. Dotfor soap rationing. He appealed
Princeton No. 9—W. P. Old. D-J; Hugh Martin, R-J.
tie C. Catlett and J. T. White.
only what
ham, R-C; Ike Z. Lewis, D-S; Princeton No. 12—James Oates, to housewives to buy
The meeting was presided over
"instead of
Mrs. Charlie Hubbard, R-J; John R-C; Isom M. Hayes, D-S; Zola soap they need,
by the county chairman, Dr. W.
on scarce stocks."
Mahan, D-J.
Pinnegar, R-J; Mrs. J. W. Myers, starting runs
L. Cash, and Mrs. A. G. Hubsaid manufacturers
Anderson
Princeton No. 5—Mrs. Ludine D-J.
bard, secretary. Committee mem- Rice, D-C; Klon
be permitted to make a 10
Pickering, R-S;
Donaldson No, 1—Mrs. J. W. will
in the output
bers attending were E. T. Ritchie Grover Baker,
D-J; Mrs. Sallie McChesney, D-C; Russell Clift, percent increase
heavy duty launElmer Glass, G. Tom Alexander, Lamb, R-J.
R-S; Maurice Watson, D-J; of household
Floyd Young, J. T. White, J. C.
dry type soap chips, flakes,
Princeton No. 6—Mrs. Charlie Mrs. Flora Egbert, R-J.
powders, granulated and other
Vineon, E. M. McCaslin,
Parker, R-C; Proctor Wood, D-S;
Donaldson No. 2—Rodelph Mctypes. He. said:
similar
Do* C. Catlett, Mrs. R.
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins, R-J; Pearl Connell, R-C; H. E. East, D-S;
"This shduld result in subBoifitett, Mrs. S. J. Larkins, Boitnotti D-J. .
Rotte ,R4ccon,nell, R-J; Luther
Roger Pickering, G. L. Chamstantial increase in the amount
Princeton No. 7—Mrs. Thomas Lowery, Id
of soap available for civilians
bers, J. W. McChesney and Roy Lacy, D-C; E. G. Hillyard, R-S;
Donaldson No. 3—Mrs. Edith
should persuade housewives
and
Tayloe.
Mrs. Edna R. Hayes, D-J; Ar(Please turn to Page Four)
to discontinue the practice of
as
k raiding the shelves of stores
Princeton Man Is
soon as a new shipment of soap
Ballots
Educational
Named Assistant To
arrives."

Five Named At
Demo. Meeting

I. C. Vice President

County Election Officers
Listed For Primary, Aug. 4

Methodist proup
Elects Officers

Promotion of a man who bees Dupass Is
The Kiwanis Board of Directors
Voluntary HospitalizaL gan work as a track apprentice
From Army
night selected
Tuesday
meeting
Howard York Will
with the Illinois Central railtion Insurance Aptames Dupass,, Hanberry
Old Men Risk Title
Dr. C. H. Jaggers and Merle
Serve As President
road at Princeton, to assistant
Princeton, was one of the
Friday Night In
proved By Medicos
Drain to represent the divisional
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Of New Club
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of
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be
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meeting
Benefit Contest
nounced by the company MonTy Separation Center
An organization meeting of
14. Edwin United States represented by the
September
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Old
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The
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Lamb was chosen chairman of a American Medical Association
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Taylor,
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George
Sevi- best possible medical care."
bers attending. Ladies of the
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fices of road supervisor, chief
Willie Wyatt, Princeton, night, July 27, against
church served the meal.
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son,
Softball
Boys'
and
trainmaoter
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3, recently enlisted In the team from the
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fundamental
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The
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will
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d C. Chambers
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secretary, Conway Lacey; treasa voluntary basis."
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account
good
a
giving
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fident
Richard C. Chambers,
urer, Otho Feagan; agent for
the
The, prograth, adopted by the
&chard C. Chambers, of themselves 'against
Methodist Layman, K. R.
the
and
service
medical
on
council
Route 3, with the youngsters.
Cummins. Thomas Amoss, Harand the board
relations
public
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'on which has just
to
go
again
will
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ry Long and J. D. Alexander
of trustees of the A. M. A., was
100 consecutive days under-privileged children's funds
Priming Of Burley To
composed the nominating comOf
Interest
in
The
time
first
the
for
published
Elks
in Luzon, has re- of the Rotary, Kiwanis and
Be Major Topic,
mittee.
the A. M. A. Journal.
b a rest camp from the organizations. The game will
Teacher Training
The next meeting will be held
States
Graham
Nubs mountains, where start promptly at 7:30 o'clock.
reading
Swain,
Miss Mary
August 24.
Meetings of Burley Tobacco Local Golfers Defeat
tIlatoand Jape after bitspecialist, will spend next week
growers will be held at Cobb,
cc were systematicworking in the rural schools of
Team
Sunday
Paducah
Princeat
Club
and
2
Aug.
Rotary
Thursday,
Princeton
ted.
Caldwell county in an effort to Kellie Prowell Injured In
Paducah
with
match
return
A
provide
to
3,
Aug.
ton, Friday,
for 18 monthd r Serg- Holds Annual Picnic
improve the reading program Fol,Fcom Farm Wagon
information on priming tobacco golfers was played on the
bers has also served
ellie Prowell, of the FriendThe Princeton Rotary Club and methods of saving labor in Princeton Country Club golf in the county schools, according
wan, New Guinea and
F. Blackip community, received a serheld its annual picnic in the cutting, County Agent J. F. course Sunday, with 25 local to County Sept. E.
burn.
bottom Thursday afious hip injury last week when
II entitled to wear the Satterfield
Graham said today. The meet- golfers participating, winning the
Miss Swain will be the sec- he was thrown from a wagon
21-15
ternoon, July 19.
of
score
a
with
match
P.M.
8:00
ings are- scheduled at
Defense Ribbon, the
in a series of specialists to while working in the hay field
points. Willard Moore and Car- ond
Members and guests engaged
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croand
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low
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tied
ific Ribbon with three ist horse shoe
of the County who roll Wadlington
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service training came frightened, causing the acof
program
they
score among the local golfers.
games, after which
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for teachers, Miss Ethel Clark, cident. Latest reports are that
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barbecued chicken
Chambers
Barber
Urey
served
were
;aeration Ribboa with one
made as much as $25.60 a day
rural school specialist, having he is recovering at the home of a
with real lemonade. Prizes were for their work, and that records clared winner of the Princeton been here June 29.
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6 • •
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when
day
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score
occasion.
by priming. He said that with
K. Crider, aviation of the club for this
to discuses that phase of the Gets Penicillin Treatment
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last year's prices it is possible
work. .
Robert Lee Holleman, 14, son
class,
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for
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To
Days
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crop
Burley
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(lb' Associated Promo
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Tobacco Growers
Meetings Scheduled

4;1

Reading Specialist
To Visit County

Published This Week

On pages six and seven of
today's Leader will be found
the Democratic educational
ballots. Republican educational ballots appear on
pages five and eight.
Three separate ballots appear for both Republicans
and Democrats. This is
Demonecessary because
cratic voters in Magisterial
District Nos. 3 and 4 will
nominate a candidate for
Justice of the Peace, and
Republican voters in Magisterial Districts Nos. 1 and 7
likewise are nominating a
candidate for Justice of the
Peace.. In all other Magisterial Districts no contest appeared for nominee for this
office. .

Masonic Lodge
Holds Meeting
Talks By Grand
Master and Senior
Warden Features
from
delegates
Fifty-eight
Masonic Lodges representing the
third district were guests of
Clinton Lodge No. 82 in a general meeting held here Tuesday night.
The group heard talks by Joe
L. Tigue, Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky, and
Albert Hanson, Grand Senior
Warden, also reports from the
different lodges in the district.
The delegates were served a
chicken dinner by the ladies of
the local Eastern Star Chapter.
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt is key
man for District Number 3.

Julian Littlepage To
Resume GE Work Here
Julian Littlepage; who has
been employed during the war
at the large Vultee Aircraft
plant, Louisville, engaged in installing radar and radio equipment in bombers, will return to
Princeton October 1, to take
charge of General Electric sales
and service for the Princeton
Lumber Co., a position he held
for some years prior to his wartime service.

Murray College
President Dies
Dr. James H. Richmond
Ends Noted Career
In Educational' Field
Murray. July 24—Dr. James
Howell Richmond, president of
Murray State Teachers College
for nine years, died at Clinic
Hospital here today.
Dr. Richmond had been ill
for several months and had been
hospitalized since June 30, when
he suffered a light stroke.
in
taught
Dr. Richmond
schools in Texas, Tennessee and
Kentucky and for 14 years managed a. private school in Louisville. He first sought public office, unsuccessfully, in the 1920
election, when he was a candidate in the Fifth District for
the U. S. House of Representatives.
In 1931 he was elected State
superintendent of public instiuclion and in 1935 he announced
for the Democratic nomination
for Governor, but withdrew from
the contest.
In 1936 he Fes made president
of Murray State Teachers College. Subsequently he served on
the National Advisory Committee on Crisis of Education and
was chairman of the National
Committee for Federal Emergency Aid to Education.
Funeral services were held at
4 p.m. Wednesday at Murray
Methodist Church. Services also
will be held at 4 p.m. Thursday
at a Louisville funeral home and
burial will be in Cave Hill
Cemetery, Louisville.

Luke Powell's Car Stolen
Fro* Chevrolet Garage
`--X1). Oldsmobile sedan belonging -to Luke Powell was stolen
from Stevens' Chevrolet Garage
presumably
Sunday morning,
about 5 o'clock, a member of
the firm said. According to
night watchman the lock 'on
on
the garage door had not been
broken around 4 o'clock that
morning. Police said Tuesday
there was no trace yet to its
whereabouts.
04r,.affirMrs. George A. Runt,
law/field, visited relatives here
last Wednesday .
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Washington In Wartime —

Kentucky Highway Facts
From the following information it is
self-evident that Kentucky is particularly
dependent on highways and that our
road funds must be most carefully conserved and expended for many years to
come.
1. The peculiar dependence on highway
transportation in Kentucky is emphasized by the fact that:
(a). Kentucky has a greater percentage of communities without rail service
than any other state in the nation.
(b). 65.9 percent of Kentucky's 4,492
communities depend solely on highway
transportation.
(c). Eighteen Kentucky counties do
not have a foot of railroad in them.
(d). Thirty-five Kentucky county seats
are without rail service.
(e). 425 Kentucky towns with 100 or
more population depend entirely on highway transportation.
2. Studies by the Kentucky Highway
Planning Survey reveal that:
(a). Of the some 10,000 miles in the
State Highway System, about 400 miles
are over city streets and the remaining
9,600 miles are rural area roads.
(b). While more than 99 percent of the

mileage of the Rural State Highway
System has surfacing of some type
(stone or gravel or better), only 2,100
miles has high type surfacing, while the
remaining 7,500 miles has surfacing of
lower types including 3,300 miles of traffic bound macadam.
(c). Extensive deficiencies and inadequacies on the existing roads of the
State Highway System include:
16,000 places with a non-obstructed
view of less than 500 feet.
8,200 miles of road less than 20 feet
wide of which 3,200 miles is less than
18 feet wide.
(d). The State Highway System includes less than 17 percent of the total
rural road mileage of the State, but
carries 88 percent of all rural traffic.
(e). The County Roads System includes
47,533 miles of rural roads oetside the
state highway system.
19,703 miles of the county road system
are surfaced (mainly stone or gravel).
While the. County road system contains
83.4 percent of the total rural road mileage of the state is carries only 12 percent
of the total rural traffic.

(Editor's Note: The two editorials appearing next below were first written for and published In the Elko Independent, in February, 1931, by the present editor of The Leader.

Good Words Are Valuable

a
.
come in contact, say the good word
They'll know whether you are sincere.
And if you are, they will say good words
to you. There are many examples of the
truth of this in public and private affairs
and history too is full of them.
We have organizations, of varying
kinds and purposes, but all making an effort to accomplish some good for the community. When men and women associate
themselves with these organizations, if
they do so with the proper spirit, they
add strength, make the organization
therefore a little—or perhaps a lot better
able to accomplish good in the town.
It is possible for a few men and women, with the best interests of the cornmunjty at heart, to contrive for permanent progress in the town.

Good words, as well as good deeds, are
very valuable in the life of a town.
The town where good words circulate
freely has a great opportunity for progress.
Where leading and influential citizens
are typical "grouches," there is a marked
lack of civic progress—or of desire in
that direction.
If we become satisfied with the way
we are getting along, we shall always
get along that way—or worse. Only the
spirit of unrest, the wish to go forward
to better things, makes a man, a woman
or a community become better.
If you hive a good word to say for
your church, your business, some organization to which you belong, do not fail to
say that word. Say it frequently.
If you like the people with whom you

This Game Of Golf
f

Struthers Burt, a right good writer,
proclaims in the Forum that golf, as
played by the average business man, "is
certainly not a recreation." Mr. Burt says
further that "golf is the only game extant which combines exercise and at the
same time assuages the sense of sin." It
is for this reason, the writer believes,
that the placid Dutch, who originated the
game, quickly abandoned it to the Scotch,
who in turn passed it on to the conscience
stricken British, who taught it to the
more conscience stricken Ammericans.
Well, well, well!
What about the old wheeze "Conscience makes cowards of us all?" And a
coward never amounted to anything at
golf. Ask the man who plays it; or the
woman for that matter. It takes real
nerve to play golf, as well as complete
mastery of muscular and mental reflexes.
True, many men and some women become so enamored of the ancient game
that they "work" at it in order to become more proficient. They spend long
hours thinking about how a missed putt
or a sliced drive ruined an otherwise
perfect round and then they go out to
some course and spend hours practising
putting or driving, or some other of the
intricacies of the game in the fond hope
that next time there will be a different
story at the end of the round with the
favorite foursome.
But golf is, first and last, the great
relaxer. For millions of men and thousands of women in this country, golf has
become the national pastime.
Within the space of a relatively few
years golf has'multiplied its •patrons in

the United States literally by millions.
And it has come to stay.
Mr. Average Business Man may cuss
and froth at the mouth and even break
his driver around the nearest small tree
occasionally, but he always comes back
for more! And, further, if it wore not
for this game of golf, he would take no
exercise at all and would, therefore, in
a measure of speaking, precede himself
to the grave.
- Mr. Burt says "there is enough misery
in a game of golf to placate even an old
line Presbyterian." Yes, and there's
enough fun to satisfy even the most taciturn scribe, if only he will play for the
joy of the game and leave his inhibitions
at home, or in the locker room.
One good, long swat straight and true
down the fairway will compensate for all
the mistakes of an otherwise atrocious
round in the average golfer's life and he
goes home, in tune with the world, ready
to listen to the tiny troubles of his children, to patiently pander to the peevishness of his wife, made that way by the
conduct of her friends around the bridge
table; in contentment to sit and dream of
other long drives and better rounds to
come.
Oh no, Mr. Burt, golf is not more work
than play for the average business man.
The answer to that rests with the millions of business men who, once bitten
by the golf bug, always are so thoroughly innoculated by the germ that only
death, or serious and lasting injury, will
prevent their playing the game.
And finally, if the truth were known,
we're willing to make a small wager that
Mr. Burt is himself an addict!

Not 450 Miles
Mammeth Cave National Park, which
has excellent facilities for lodging and
feeding a limited number of persons is
not a sleeper-distance from Louisville.
Its hotel and cabins area is about eight
miles from the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad's Cave City station. A taxicab
service to and from the park, at moderate
rates, is maintained.
is summer at Mammoth Cave when
it is summer elsewhere in Kentucky, but
summer nights in a cabin, almost anywhere, are comfortably cool.
Perhaps the vacation you would have
taken in Canada, had sleepers for civil-

ins been available, could be deferred till
September or October. Then woodlands
on 50,000 acres of park lapds around
Mammoth Cave are ablaze with color.
Days of warm sunshine and nights crisply cool make a perfect climate.
If you like outdoor life in late autumn
and winter, Mammoth Cave presinta the
attraction of woodland scenes, woodland
trails on which the hiker develops
muscles, and appetite. The park seta a
good ,example of hotel-keeping, at moderate rates for meals and lodging. (Louisville Tittles)
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RV CE Party's Over--Now Fireworks
By Jack Stinnett

JACK MADDOX
6Fr. wt. TEXAN
WHO WAS AMERICXS
2ND HIGHEST BASKETBALL SCORER WHEN
HE PLAYED FOR WEST
TEXAS STATE
TEAM Rs

THIS FORMER CAGE
STAR IS How SERVING
WITH THE U.S.
MARINE5-10PM
MD VI 80004.5PUT
ALL ME LIVE..44PS
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U. S. Treasury Deparimms

Pennyrile Postscripts
A ,girl's never late
For her very first date,
But after that •
All men must wait.
—James A. Sanaker.

t.

By

G. M. P.

reduced to 75 next month, says
a reliable Washington authority;
and that will bring a good many
more Caldwell county fighting
men home.

Washington—When the Senate approves the United Nations charter (and there's no
doubt here that it will), the
love feast of the Democrats and
Republicans will be over.
the
The Democrats, being
hosts, don't care how long the
feast goes. on No patty ever
ate its way to power dining at
the other party's table.' But the
Republicans are surfeited.
Paradoxical as it may seem,
the untimely death of President
Roosevelt, the greatest political
foe the Republicans ever had,
was a greater blow to the GOP
than to the Democrats.
Brother, that's all."
After more than 12 years of
Some indication of the coming
New Dealism, Republicans felt
that the constant drip of their
criticism had finally worn away
the foundations of Democratic
strength. They were counting the
seats they would gain in the
House in 1948 and already talking about taking over the lower
chamber.
They visualized a tired, warweary Roosevelt moving toward
1948 with no proven political
heir and a Democratic party
completely confused and befuddled by the loss of his leader-

Folks are beginning to speak
of the "summer slump.." That is
mostly bunk. In truth, it is the
lazy man's state of mind. Your
summer business is what you
make it. If you will examine
your business records you will
join us in subscribing to the
idea that a "summer slump" is
man's alibi and a means of
avoiding work when sun is hottest. (Joe Richardson, in the
Glasgow Times.
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For County Judge:
Subject to the voters in the Democratic
Primary.
CLYDE 0. WOOD
W. H. TAYLOR
Subject to the voters In the Republican
Primary.
A. F. HANSERRY
For County Attorney:
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Primary.
SOT. CLAUSCIN1 R. BAKER
S. D. HODGE

For County Court Clerk:
Subject to he voters In the
Democratic
Primary.
PHILIP STEVENS
THOS. W. McCONNILL
For Circuit Court Clerk:
Subject to the voters ill
DIS„glelnOcratlo
Primary.
LEONA TRAISIER
For Jailer:
Subject to the voters of the DemPortttic
Primary:
D. I. MURPHY
J. MARVIN SATTERFIELD
Subject to the voters In the Republican
Primary.
J. LUTHtlit
For County Tax Commissioner:
SUbjisot to the voter@ of the Dentocratio
PrimaY7:1
MRS. II. . LARKINS
FLOYD YOUNG
State RepresentaLtIvil
Subject to the voters In the Doftwatie
Primary.
JOE I. NUNN
gee Magletratet
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For Sheriff:
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Primary.
MEDFORD II. PAcCHEISNEY
LEM L. MORSE
W. OTHO TOWERY
Subject to the voters In the Republican
Primary.
MRS, PAULINE CLIFT
HARRY RANDOLPH
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The basic unit of
China is the Chinese d

Army discharge points will be

The Leader la authorised to announce
the mndidacies of the following
citiserue
of Caldwell county for the several
fices Indicated, subject to the willofof
the voters In the Primary Elections
duly set for Saturday, Aug. 4, 1945:
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If you are worried about not
having enough meat for your
growing children remember: A
quart of milk a day provides at
least half the proteins a child
needs, up to 13 years old. The
percentage is higher for younger
children. Cottage cheese, fish
and eggs also will do this job
well.

Political
Announcements

in a lives
well c°1in
,

Give !

The preachers said afterward
they would be very pleased to
it on other juries which might
handle similar cases against
other offenders here, whose
activities are reported by irate
neighbors to the men of God
regularly, in several sections of
the city.
1111k
The absolute low in telephone
service undoubted
has
been
reached in Princeton the last
several days. Whether this is due
to the antiquated equipment we
almost got rid of just before the
war began or the fact that the
exchange is being operated by
beginners, it certainly should
result in making every telephone
user here heartily in favor of
getting something better in the
way of automatic dial or signal
switchboard when Opportunity
presents again.
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When President Truman took

•W
friend says he understands office, the Republicans answered
Two Princeton ministers, doing their duty as citizens nobly, the book being written on the the need and the demand to
served on a jury in Police Court lives of Errol Flynn and Charlie back him with
a united front.
recently which tried and con- Chaplin is to be called "On
Our foes had to be shown that
victed two young Negroes for Whom the Gals Told."
illegally selling whiskey.

FOP
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BUY

the United States was greater
than its leaders. The home front
had to be held together. And
most vital, too, the United States
had to retain its leadership in
the organization of a lasting
peace organization.
Without once wavering, the
Republican leaders stepped forward to volunteer their support
and the rank and file of the
party backed them up.
But those same leaders know,
and the rank and file is beginning to realize, that if the party
is going to retain its entity and
gain back its strength, it will be
time, just as soon as the charter
is ratified, to say: "That's all,
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We are pleased to announce
that Julian Littlepage will return to our organization about
October 1, 1945 and will again
be in charge of our appliance
department. Mr. Littlepage has
been and is employed in highly
essential and secret war work
in radio. During the last several
yeixs Mr. Littlepage has worked

ELECTRIC

111111011111

RAISE'

RIK FREEZEI.

with the best radio and radar
engineers in the nation, thus adding valuable experience to his
already extensive knowledge in
the field of radio. We are very
proud to be able to make this
announcement.
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Cooperation Keeps
Down Forest Fires

Twenty hogs averaging 257
pound' or a total of 5,155
pounds at seven months, brought
a troll', income of $737 to Marvin Vittitow of Nelson county
who is following the pig sanitation program on his farm. In
previous years, his seven-months
old hogs weighed only 180 to
200 pounds.
Assistant
Farm
Agent Warren H. Gardner notes
that the pigs had good wniter
pasture of balbo rye, crimson
clover and vetch, and were selffed corn. Some protein supplement will also used.

ye for many years em
important place o
°the
a livestock Program
is
•111 u county.if Itmany
however,
,flureetate its value.
7adure is the most
feed produced and
Cattle, sheep, hogs, versity of Illinois, said in some
terve as the mower, experiments conducted at the
University of Illinois, one acre
od feeder.
suture saves other of good rye pasture for sows and
ts,grain, hay. and sup- pigs saved 100 bushels of corn
- feeds are required and about a quarter ton of
gallon of milk, a protein supplement during a six
of beef, pork, mutton, weeks grazing period.
eggs.
Good pasture will increase the
sr a dozen of
Time-saving methods in cutting tobacco are being stressed in
promotes better health livestock carrying capacity
face of the current labor shortage. In the above picture a worker
any. given farm in the county is shown
k.
jabbing the stick into position so that it leans toward
rattle, beef cattle, and and add to farm profit where the first plant. A quick jab is much faster than driving or pushgrazing types of live- utilized intelligently.
ing the stick. For other pointers in saving labor, see your county
pasture to a
agent.
pd utilize
Charlie
grain
Reed, Woodford counwivaisge than
ty
club
4-H
member, is feeding
• livestock, yet good three Angus
calves, one Hererecognized as a very ford
and
one Shorthorn for the
feed for most econo- fat cattle show in
Louistrille.
Foduction of such grain
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
Alex Kellems of Bell county
livestock as hogs.
sold 560 quarts of strawberries who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twiceg Carroll, of the Uni- from an acrt-patch.
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
,)Princeton, Oct. 30, I914—Miss and Mrs. Herman Brown. They
Mary Weaver Dyer has return- are now roughing it in camps
ed home from an extended visit supplied with hammocks, spring
to her aunt, Mrs. John T. Young, beds, easy chairs and a lot of
pf Tishemingo, Okla. She is here good eatin' with a few young
for a visit with her aunt, Mrsc squirrels and fresh fish now and
J. A. Akin, before joining her then. They will be in camp
parents at Louisville.
about two weeks.
• • •
• • •
Princeton, ,,July 24, 1914—The
Princeton, July 24, 1914—Miss
following well-known local citi- Grace Rawls, Dudley Rawls and
zens compose a jolly camping Sam and Roy Koltinsky are
party, near Confederate, Lyon spending the week-end attendCounty: Mr. and Mrs. T. H. ing a house party given by Miss
King, Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Akin, Ruth Nabb, of Trenton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Eldred, Mr.
• • •
Princeton, August 21, 1914—
Miss Dorothy Ratliff gave a
lawn and tennis party Thursday evening for Miss Core Dee
Eldred's visitors. Those present were Misses Elizabeth Skillman, Lillie Andersan, Bessie
Baskett, Mary and Elizabeth
Mahan, Cora Dee Eldred, Elizabeth and Dorothy Ratliff; Messrs
Sam Koltinsky, Stegar Dollar,
T. A. Pedley, R. B. and Charlie
Ratliff, John Gates, Mr. Squire
and Hubert Young.
• • •
While we've won on* war,
Princeton, Sept. 22, 1914—Mr.
we have another to finish.
Materials and facilities are
and Mrs. Gus Baker, Dr. and
still needed for war producMrs. J. A. Akin and daughter,
tion.
Miss Melville, motored over to
It may be a long time
before you can get another
Nashville this morning to atautomobile. Setter keep the
tend the Tennessee State Fair.
one you have in good run•• •
ning order. Don't neglect
necessary repairs for lack
Nov. 13, 1914—Mrs.
Princeton,
of money.
John Brooks and little daughSite or phone us for a
loan—Iodayl
ter, Frances Coleman, of Paducah, are visiting Mrs. Duke
Pettit at Dukeridge.
• • •
Princeton, Aug. 18, 1914—Mrs.
B. M. Stone and daughter, Miss
Finance Corp. of Ky.
LaRue Lester, are visiting her
Anna May Nesmith, manager
sister, Mrs. Robert Vannerson,
Princeton, Kentucky
at Calvert City.
• • •
Princeton, Aug. 21, 1914—Col.
J. W. Hollingsworth and daughter, Rebecca, left yesterday for
Rockford, Ill., for 'a two weeks'
visit to Shell R. Smith and
family.
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News From The Past

to keep Youi
Car R011fh0

tells

us

that

l'he annual report of the KenBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
tucky Agricultural Experiment
College of Agriculture and
Station at Lexington contains a
Home Economics
story of a cooperative firefighting organi,zation among
With frost barely 90 days owners of frarest lands along
away, storing vegatables for the the South Fork of Quicksand
winter becomes
live subject. creek in eastern Kentucky. EightThere will be beets from the teen families, or about half of
early plantings, and carrots, the people in the community,
overgrown perhaps, but good through cooperative efforts in
food. For those who capitalized preventing and supprtssing fires,
suffered losses of only about
on the soil moisture reserve that
one percent of their woodlands
piled up this summer, there will last year. In adjacent forests outbe late cabbage, and the turnips
soon to be sown should do well will. A strip of fly screen tackfor the same reason. Also, there ed on should solve the fly probare the early potatoes, which lem. Also, a full door should be
this year may need be made hung to open outwards, to form
reach through the winter, as a an "air pocket" when both doors
seed shortage largely interfered are closed, to make the structure
with planting a late-summer cold-proof.
crop.
Providing a house-cellar room
All these are "cool" vegetables with sure ventilation is no more
needing only to be kept from difficult. There, the window that
freezing, but ventilated, too, to leads outside is opened, then
prevent their flavor becoming covered with a sack, all but a
stale and musty. The simplest 2-inch strip at the top, and the
way to store them is by burying door leading to the outside is
in a pit and a ventilated pit treated as just described.
will be described in this column
Such a ventilating system may
later. More convenient and more be used to cool the room, opensatisfactory to use is a perman- ing both vents at night, but
ent storage, a house-cellar room, closing them tight in the mornor an outside cellar, a storage ing. Likewise, in mid-winter, the
cave. In the next several weeks, room may be warmed by opensuch structures will be discus- ing both Vents between 1 p.m
sed. Many Kentuckians now have .and 2 p.m., usually the warmest
such storage means, but do not hour of the day. At the start
always succeed in saving their of the storing period, a comvegetables. So, today's discus. plete air-change should be made
sion is given over to correcting daily, but after winter has come,
or amending their procedure, one change weekly is usually
and perhaps rearranging what enough. But "the nose knows,''
they have, to make the veget- and any time there is any sign
ables store better. Often, this of mustihess, or the air feels
matter is simple.
damp, full ventilation should be
At the outset, it must be kept given. The perfect temperature
in mind that air laden with is 40 degrees.
moisture, as given off by stored
vegetables, automatically hugs
the ceiling of the room and
would escape through the vent
usually found in the roof of a
from loss of
storage cave, if fresh air could
enter. An air intake at the floor
line would be the remedy, and
DirlarWomen1 Ti you lose so much durone way to provide it is to open ing monthly periods that you feel weak,
out"—this may be due to low
"drugged
and
the outside door,
close the
blood iron. So try Lydia E. Pink.ham's
opening except a 2 or 3-inch Yest.rrs—one of the best home ways to
help build up red blood In such cases.
strip just at the doorsill. A Pinkham's
Tablets are one of the greatblanket or sacking may be saw- est blood-iron tonics you can buy.
ed off but hingeg back so that Follow label direction,.
it may be opened or closed at Lydia E. Piakham's

r

doted on what we call
nowadays cottage
cheese.

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.

We sympathize with you in sorrow and will not take
advantage of you during that grevious time to try to sell
you, but we will give you time to think before you buy,
thereby maintaining the high ethical standards set by this
firm in the past. Let us keep this business in the old home
town.

KEENEY BROS.
Veterans of World War II

H. L. GREER, Sales Manager
Office Phone 96

Res. Phones 316 or 345

TAOISTS

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY
THIS IS SCREEN 9,teat4e44f
The artistry that Is
Davls...th• sincerity
that has mode
Warner pictures
great...combined in the
finest
picture of
the yowl

ADDED: COLOR CARTOON and NEWSREEL
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JOHN DAL
JOAN CORNING
ADDED: COLOR CARTOON and NEWSREEL

And many Miss Muffets in real life today
areenjoyingthe

Cheese and benefiting
by its health-building
proteins, equal in
meat.
No, mother, it's not
rationed. . . Call 161
-)
for home delivery.

Nom

HAI. atom
me its

CreamedCottage

every way to those of

4.40.
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tempting, fresh flavor
ofourdelicious

shoe styles are
shown in Turftan leather. A distinctive copper toned brown, with the
effect of those you used to see in ass.
tom.made *hoes. Good with black or
brown, slick with navy, unusual with
dark green. Available 3 heel heights!

Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4,

little

Miss Muffet fairly

;.,se peasant classic

side the cooperative about 3 1-2
Wayne Yates of Fulton counpercent of the timber was burn- ty harvested about 50 tons of
ed over.
spinach from 30 acres.

STARRETT
VI ATHENS
DUB TAYLOR
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Added Units! .. •
"LET'S GO FISHING"
In Technicolor
"LISTEN TO THE BANDS"
Name Band Musical
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Pogo Four

County Election

(Continued from Page One)
Hobby, fl-C; Owen Towery, R-S;
spending a furlough with his
A. E. Young, D-J; Marvin Sigwife and daughter in Fredonia.
ler, R-J.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Grant
Donaldson No. 4—Roosey RobLowery Sunday were Mr. and
erts, R-C; Porter Tayloe, D-S;
Mrs. Mitchell Lowery and sons,
Dennie Felker, R-J; Raymond
of Evansville; Mrii. E. L. Rows
Lowery, D-J.
and son, of Arlington, Va., Mr,
Bucksnort No. 1; Mrs. Clyde
(The following article is con- north Alabama and flows north
and Mrs. L. H. Lowery, Princedensed from the report of Mr. to the Ohio River through cen- Clayton, D-C; Charlie Littleton and Mr. H. L. Lowery, oi
editorial
tral Tennessee.)
Louis LeCoss, chief
john, R-S; R. F. Stalling, D4;
Evansville.
writer of the St. Louis GlobeIt furnishes cheap power for Mrs. Ida Ward, R-J,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie TownDemocrat, on a visit to the Ten- several reasons.
It has ample
Bucksnort No. 2—W. C. Ladd,
send spent the weekend in Clay. nessee Valley by a party of Mis- funds and can tap the Treasury
W. D. Creasey, D-S; J. H.
R-C;
Mrs. Ben Dee Landis and
learninvestigating
the
sourians
almost at will. Since 1934, alchildren, of Newport, N. J., hility of applying the TVA plan most $700,000,000 has been spent Ladd, R-J; Mrs. Martha Hart,
to the Missouri Valley.]
on the TVA by direct congres- D-J.
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Bucksnort No. 3 — Bloxie
sional appropriation. What with
Mrs. Kelly Landis,
Orange, D-C; Tom Thomason,
kickbacks
and
fiscal
legerdemain,
Mrs.
Miss Ma Leeper and
vital
Missouri's
ECAUSE of
from functional periodic pain Luke QuertermOua spent the day
interest in a measure which conservative estimates are that R-S; Frank Young, D-J; Gracie
affects its farms and cities, $1,000,000,000 has been expended Sisk, R-J.
Sunday.
Madisonville
in
which
medicine
a
liquid
Csrdui is
in the valley during the last
Bucksnort No. 4—Harlie Tribmany women say has brought relief
Paul West, the former .ts industries big and small, its ten years.
Mrs.
from the cramp-like agony and nerble, R-C; Nellie Cotton, D-S;
oances and even its social forms,
vous strain of functional periodic
Miss Eva Blackburn, is now at
Cockeyed Bookkeeping
distres& here's how it may help:
commission of seven was
Tom
Galloway, R-J;
Elsie
home with her parents, Mr. and
4 Taken like a tonic.
named to study the TVA and as- CONSIDERABLE cockeyed Thomas, D-J.
She
has
stimulate
Blackburn.
it should
Mrs. Ray
judgment,
whether,
in
its
certain
appetite, aid dicesbookkeeping is employed in
Harmony No. 1—Charles Goodbeen with her husband in Nor- an MVA is a practical solution to
tion.• thus help build rearriving at cheap electricity for win, D-C; H. L. Ladd, R-S;
sistance for the "time"
marriage.
their
since
folk
control,
flood
problems
of
the
to come.
the area. The congressional apMrs. Tom Fuller and daugh- power, irrigation, navigation, and propriations contemplate navi- George Dunn, D-J; Merle KelLOOKsel Started 3 days hiINTO
fore "your time", it
ler, R-J.
home
returned
have
Hazel,
confronts
the
ter,
erosion
that
soil
gation, flood control, soil eroshould help relieve
Harmony No. 2—Tom Burnpain due to purely funcvalley.
visiting in Detroit for the
after
erosion
and
power
developnausea.
periodic
tional
ments. But despite the fact that ham, R-C; F. A. Lewis, D-S;
last month.
Try Cardul. If It helps, you'll
Bugs In TVA Plan
be glad you did.
navigation, flood control and soil Earl Hammontree, R-J; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Yandell
S one who accompanied the erosion are of minor considera- Roberta Glass,'D-J.
are
and son, Bruce, of London,
party, the writer may testify tion, the funds are allocated in
Fredonia
No. I — Johnson
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert that the investigations were se- unfair proportion, large sums beMyers, D-C; W. U. Tosh, R-S;
Walker.
rious, thorough and in the main ing charged to the negligible deMrs. Bell Sullivan, D-J; Major
without prejudice. If, before the velopment and a comparatively
studies were started, there was a small sum for power, which ac- Dalton, R-J.
Fredonia No. 2—Imogene Wigmajority disposition to accept tually uses the greater part of
PLEASE VOTE FOR
the TVA as a project which the appropriation.
Thus the ginton, R-C; H. M. Turley, D-S;
might be usefully employed in cheap kilowatt rate is arrived Euclid Quertermous, R-J; H. B.
MARVIN SATTERFIELD
the Missouri Valley, it became at by computing a relatively Hughes, D-J.
n
immediately obvious that there small investment in power dams;
Fredonia No. 3—John Blackwere "bugs" in the TVA plan, whereas, actually, power dams, burn, fl-C; .Herney Thompson,
despite the glowing enthusiasm represent virtually the entire R-S; L. C. Nelson, D-J; Loma
of the Tennessee beneficiaries of capital investment.
Brown, R-J.
Democratic Primary August 4, 1945
federal generosity.
Not Paying Much
Election commissioners are
Navigation Is of minor import- rHAIRMAN Ricketts, in one of Gilbert Kenedy, Floyd Young
Your Vote and Influence will be
ance on the Tennessee, despite
his frequent moments of rap- and A. H. Blackburn.
TVA's emphasis on this factor. ture, 5leclared he had visions of
GREATLY APPRECIATED!
Soil erosion is important but Utopia, and wished the same for
Owsley county reports one of
nothing done by the TVA is an the Missouri Vallay.
But anadvance on the work done for other member of the commission, the best small grain crops ever
years by the Bureau of Reclam- Mr. Berthe, sagely observed that grown in the county.
•tion and, incidentally, by pri- those who live in Utopia must
Jately owned power companies expect to pay some rent.
which have recognized its need
But the Tennesseeans are not
in areas served by them., The
paying much rent. They are
Alabama Power Company, for
From Too Frequent Urination,
beneficiaries of a New Deal
instance, inaugurated such a pro- the
whimsy which starts with abunBackache, Run-Down Feeling
gram in 1920 and still promotes
dant money taken from the Fedit from its Birmingham headeral Treasury, pays no taxes,
—due to irritation of the bladder
quarters.
pays no interest and engages in caused by excess acidity in the urine
Please accept this as a personal plea
Tapping The Treasury
a complicated practice of returnPeewee dotter's dIssesery sets es the
SO, in final analysis, the TVA's ing money to state and national kidneys end helps hoop yes Item getting
taxes,'
of
lieu
treasuries
"in
tip nights!
objective is power — cheap
Are you suffering unnecessary discomrevepower obtained from some 26 money obtaieed from its
from backmhe, burning
fort and di
Amazsales.
power
nues
from
urine, fraaaaat desire to pas• water?
dams which it has built across
Getting up ofte• at night? These woo.
cheap
it
be
if
would
indeed
ing
the Tennessee from its source
may be caused by bladder Irritation
on toms
due to excess acid in the urine. Then try
above Knoxville in the east end power could not be furnished
DR.
that famou• dector'• discovery
basis.
that
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT.
of the state to its mouth near
Swamp
Root
Is
years.
Famous
for
many
advertisement
of
An
Paducah, Ky. (The Tennessee
a carefully blended combination of herbs,
Kentucky Utilities Company
roots, balsam and other natural Isere.
flows south from Knoxville to
dientii. There's obsolstely nothing harsh
Incorporated
Chattanooga, then loops across
or habit-forming in this scientific prepara-

(By Dorothy Brasher)
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boaz and
Mary Ellen have returned home
after a week's visit with relatives in Detroit.
Rev. H. K. Langston, of the
Southern Baptist Church. in
Fredonia is holding a revival in
Quinn this week. Rev. Rodolph
Lane, of Princtton, will fill Rev
Langston's place Sunday.
Clinton Davis, U. S. N., is

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Consecutive No.
Name of Voter ................................................................................... ......
Residence
Rog. No.............
•111....................................................................................

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Held Saturday,

ugust 4, 1945

pioTyhee
Ladd

Division of the Air Surgeons
Office in the Pentagon Building
Washington, D. C. His wife and
little daughter,' Katherine, will
join him there.

The briedeonis

of the
ee
dtcoh
T__wirjr4ihiavy,
b
Co. The in
The couple
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avihniodvrelernight,de
.hteGeone.1raltes,
Bowling Green
tin, Chicago;
Cawe ti bre.
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,ooThereuiC
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tottbeur
tusiSca
pie supper at
house Saturda
it has been
be b
adyasis0Oates,
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will
musical
invited.

Residence.
Reg. No
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify
the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used in the Republican
Primary Election to he held Saturday, August 4, 1945 in the following
precincts: Princeton No. 3, 4, 5, 10, 11; Donaldson No. 1, 2; Bucksnort
No. 1, 2, 3, 4; Harmony No. 1, 2; Fredonia No. 1, 2, 3.

tion. Just good Ingredient• that quickly
the flow ef
act on the kidneys to in
urine and relieve bladder irritation an/
its uncomfortable, distressing symptoms.
You'll say its marvelous effect is wonderful
Send for free, prepaid console TODAY!
Like thousands ef others you'll be glad
that you did. Send neino and address to
Department F, Kilmer & Co., Inc. Roo
121111. Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at once. All druggists mll Swarms Root.

PHILIP STEVENS
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

Consecutive No.
Name of Voter
Residence

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Held Saturday, August 4, 1945

0MORROW I start the old grind again. It will seem
!
91
,
_I strange sitting at a desk shuffling papers after
squatting in jungle muck feeding shells to a burp gun.
Funny,I used to think of the jungle as a romantic sort
of place. Now I know better. It stinks.
"It's good to get home. We used to worry out there
about whether people, would think we were changed.
Seems silly now. We had a dirty, messy job to do. And
we did it. But we don't ever want to have to do it over
again. Or our kids, either.
'That's more impartantto na than mast peOple realize.
I think most of the boys figure it this ways Don't go
looking for trouble but be ready if it comes. One good
thing we leanted out of all this mess. Most everybody
over therein Europe and in Asia—trusts the U. S. A.
I've been trying to figure out why.

"It seems to me that it's the same reason why the
dictators hate us so. We've got something no other nation
possesses. Can it democracy,free enterprise, or what you
like, it means every guy has a chance to amount to
something and to enjoy the kind of living his abilities
entitle him to. It means our government officials work
for us—not us working for them.
"We don't want government handouts—or government-made jobs, which is the same thing. Like that
buddy of mine said, 'I figure the only person who is
going to take care of me is me.'
"That's the American way. That's what we were
fighting for.. And we're
ready to fight for it here
at home— with ballots, not bullets. No sir,the old grind
doesn't look bad to me. Because I'm going to make
a better job for myself. And, who knows? I may be
making a few jobs for somebody else one of these days."

s.

For Justice of the Peace
Magisterial District No. 7

......ssorts•
..
.........................................................................

Name of Voter

A

Rusinoss-rosersaged, reepoyirsig Service Organiirditlen
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To The Voters of
Caldwell County:

Lt. Col. Hayden W. Withers,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy F.
Withers. Paducah, former residents here, recently received an

took

were
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nThey
rhemoi undgin
isandtsmr
eysisetl..li
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For JAILER

appointment to the Operations

02c, J
a son of
.
princeton, an'
leY,

-Ladd

A

Lt. Col. Hayden Withers
Gets New Assignment

mr, and ?i4
Raleigh, N. C
arriage a h ,

jin
co
maaclee
g:
:
As
iof ebila da

B

Democratic candidate for County Judge, pri-

f0sfinon-00

Residence
Reg. No- - .....
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell
hereby cer.tif!
County
do
Court,
the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used In the Rerlhile"
Primary Election to be held Saturday, August 4, 1946 in the follovong
precincts: Princeton No. 9; Donaldson No. 3,4.

PHILIP STEVENS
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5
fastrnan-ColeyR.

Series Of Social Events

A series of entertainments
have been given during the last
ten days in honor of seveitl
Princeton visitors, including
Mrs. G. E. Johnson, the form:
er Mary Weaver Dyer, San Pedro, Calif., and Mrs. J. H. Witllama, St. Louis, Mo.
Friday, July 13—Mrs. C. E.
Gaddie and Mrs. Emery Dobbins entertained about 50 guests
Ashby-Ladd
Miss Jessie at a lawn party in honor of
The marriage of
and M,r. Corbett their cousin, Mrs. G. E. JohnMae Ashby
Saturday, July son, of San Pedro, Calif., Mrs.
Ladd took place
double James Williams, of St. Louis,
in Hopkinsville. The
performed. and Mrs. D. D. Dugan, of Ashring ceremony was
by land. The guests were received
They were accompanied
Mrs. Garnet Overby by Mrs. Allison Akin and Mrs.
sister,
her
Overby.
George Harralson and were esand Mr.
The bride is the daughter of corted to the yard where the
grs. J. R. Ashby and is an em- guests of honor were waiting.
Mfg. Mrs. Johnson, a teacher in the
ploye of the Cumberland
bridegroom is a son of San Pedro schools for a numCa The
Ladd, of this ber of years talked most interMr. and Mrs. H. L.
estingly of her experience with
county.
arin
m
The couple are at home on the Japanese children and of
the reaction of the Japanese
Varmintt Trace Road.
people on ?Terminal Island on
Pearl Harbor Day. Ice cream and
Party
Dinner
cake were served to the guests.
Viss May Wilson Eldred enMonday, July 16—Mrs. Frank
tertained with a dinner party at
Wood entertained a number of
Main
street
W.
on
home
her
guests in honor of the visitors
Friday night, July 27, at six
of the city at a lovely luncheoni
_o'clock, in honor of Mr. Harold
at the Princeton Hotel and that
Gates, of New York City. Pres-evening Mrs. J. Williams, Mrs.
aim were Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Berdie Moore and Mrs. Henry
MarGuy
Mrs.
Green;
gowlMg
Hale entertained Mrs. G. E.
tin. Chicago; Harold Gates, New
Kortrecht, Johnson, Mrs. James Williams
York City; Gus
and Mrs. D. D. Dugan and
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. George
friends at a theater party at the
Mary
Wilson
Miss
Eldred,
0.
Capitol theater. Delicious ice
Eldred and Mr. Dique Eldred.
cream and cookies were served
afterwards.
lee Cretan And Pie Supper
Tuesday night, July 17—Mrs.
School
House
it Scottsburg
Allison Akin entertained in honThere will be an ice cream and or of Mrs. G. E. Johnson and
pie supper at Scottsburg school- Mrs. James Williams in her
house Saturday night, July 28, apartment at the Henrietta
it has been announced by Mrs. apartments. Mrs. Johnson deGladys Oates, teacher. There lighted the guests with an acwill also be bingo games and a
origin of the Japmusical. The public is cordially count of the
anese school on Terminal Island
:rvited.

H. Eastman,
Mrs.
Mr. and
the
Raleigh, N. C., announce
Betty
marriage of her daughter,
Jacqueline, to Edward Lee CoJune 13. Mr. Coley
ley, HA2c,
Mrs. Otis Coley,
,$ a son a
Mr.
priaceton, and the late
Raleigh.
of
Coley,

. Reg. No..
do hereby certify
In the Republican
in the following
1, 2; Budtsaort

TRIFARI'S LUSTROUS NEW JEWELRY

beautiful summer accents of gleaming soft
simulated moonstones highlighted by rhinestones and simulated rubies set in gilt sterling leaves. Also in simulated rubies touched
with simulated emeralds.
pair 20.00
bracelet 50.00
clips 17.00 and 25.00
earrings,

Veterans Entertained
A group of Princeton girls entertained veterans of World Wars
I and II with a garden -reception
at Outwood Hospital Thursday
night, July 26. Attending were
Misses Carwin Cash, Busch Cummins, Ruth Lytle, Hilda Pepper,
Fred Rand, Zonweiss Nave, Imogene Stevens, Mary Beth Nichols, Mary Wilson Eldred and
Mesdames C. A. Pepper and
Willard Chambers.

Baptist Attend
W. M. U. Meeting

Fredonia

Fredonia Missionary
Society

The Women's Missionary SoRepresentatives from the WoFirst Lieut. Ralph Randolph,
men's Missionary Society, the ciety of the First Presbyterian
Mrs. Randolph and little son,
Y. W. A., and the G. A. attend- Church met Thursday afternoon
Robert Hearne, have returned
ed the W. M. S's quarterly on the church grounds. The
from Tucson, Ariz., where Lieumeeting, July 18, at the First program was led by Mrs. W. M.
tenant Randolph recently gradBaptist Church here.
Young. An interesting and brief
uated .from a combat crew class
the
Women's talk was given by Mrs. Vernon
Representing
at Davis-Monthan Field. He will
Missionary Society were Miss Yandell, of London, on the home
report for overseas duty at the
Georgia Boaz, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, mission work in the vicinity of
end of his leave here. Mrs.
Mrs. H. K. Langston, Mrs. A. J. London among the negroes and
Randolph and little son will
Eldriage, Mrs. Bill King and underprivileged children.
make their home on W. Main
Mrs. L. T. Wadlington.
Immediately after the meeting
street.
Representing the Y. W. A. was a picnic was held at which there
,'Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Pryor and
Miss Dorothy Brasher and Miss were several visitors.
little son, Roger, have returned
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will Wilma Green.
here from Evansville to make
Representing the G. A. were Methodist Young People
at
preach
Lamasco
Baptist
their home.
v Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr., and Church Sunday morning at 11 Miss Joretta Langston and Miss
At Kuttawa Springs Camp
Bonnicking.
little son, C. M. III, of Provi- o'clock.
the
Intermediates attending
Four visitors attending were
dence, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. OGDEN MEMORIAL
Adventure Camp at
C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville street.
Rev. H. K. Langston, Alan Langs- Christian
METHODIST
Kuttawa Mineral Springs this
ton, Buddy and Eddy King.
Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling
E. S. Denton, Pastor
week from the Ogden Methodist
Green, is the guest of Miss
9:45 A.M. Sunday School, HarChurch are Connie Brasher, MarMary Wilson Eldred and other
ry Long, Supt.
garet Jones, Douglas Skinner,
relatives and friends here this
11:00 A.M. Sermon by Rev.
Bobby and Billie Housman. Dr.
week.
Robert Lear.
W. I. Monday, district presid%/Miss Anna Bet Pruett, FrankMr. and Mrs. Teddy Holt, Fre- ing elder, is in charge of the
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
fort, spent last week-end here
donia, Route 3, on the birth of camp.
service.
with her brother, Clifton Pruett
7:30 P.M. Service in charge of a daughter, Dorothy Verdell,
and Mrs. Pruett, N. Jefferson
July 23.
Sunday School.
street.
Guy Martin, Chicago, is on
vacation visiting his wife and
little' daughter, Mary Raft, who
1POIASII STOWAWAY AND'INTENDED ADOPTER—Joseph Eugene Paremba (left), 12-year-old Polish stowaway who arrived are spending the summer with
in New York aboard the transport Marine Panther, stands her mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar,
aboard ship with his intended adopter, Corp. Leroy Ritchey, of Lvcust street.
Tulsa, Okla., who was aboard the same ship. The boy was liberated in Europe by Second Division artillerymen and lived with v Mr. Bailey eruett, and Mr.
them for three and one-half months, He was smuggled aboard Lucian Polley, Chicago, spent
the home-bound ship in a duffle bag. (AP Wirephoto)
last week-end at the home of
and of the life of the founder
Wednesday, July 24 — Mrs. Mr. Pruett's brother, Clifton, N.
of the school. Delicious refresh- Charles Ratliff took several Jefferson street.
guests to Hopkinsville for a
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hutchments were served.
Wednesday, July 18 — Mrs. luncheon in honor of Mrs. G. inson, Henderson, spent last
George Harralson entertained E. Johnson and Mrs. James Wil- week-end with his mother, Mrs.
Ora Hutchinson, ltidisonville
about 100 guests at a lovely tea liams.
street, and other relatives here.
at beautiful "Green Acres" in
honor of Mrs. G. E. Johnson and Attend House Party
Mr. and Mrs. William Blades
We would like to express our appreciation to the people and
Mrs. James Williams. The guests
Miss Neva Hogan, Mrs. Eu- and son, Billy, Ashland, are
were received by Mrs. Ralph gene Jones and Mrs. J. D. Smith visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph and Mrs. George Petattended a.surprise house party H. W. Blades, Sr., 500 Washingto the merchants of Princeton for the
tit and introduced to the guests
given for Miss Rosa Nell Wood ton street.
Gaddie
Charles
Mrs.
by
honor
of
Robert Pruett, USN, left Monat the Wood home in Marion last
and Mrs. Geo. Harralson. Mrs. weekend.
day after spending a furlough
Hearne Harralson and Mrs.
here with relatives.
Grayson Harralson escorted the
Lieut. Owen Hutchinson, Army
Clayton, USN, is on
--Robby
guests to the dining room where
furlough visiting relatives here. Air Corps, is on leave visiting
were
cookies
and
delicious punch
his mother, Mrs. Ora Hutchinserved by Misses Janie and
son, Madisonville street.
Gloria Koltinsky and Nancy
. Mrs. B. M. Dozier, Alamosa,
Hearne.
Col., is the guest of friends here
Thursday, July 19—The Book
this week.
extended to us at the recent opening of
Lovers entertained with a picnic
for
Sunday
left
Gates
Harold
on the back lawn of Mrs. Shell
New York City after a visit here
Smith's beautiful home. The
(Clip and keep handy for
with his mother, Mrs. John
families of the members and daily reference and shopping
Gates and other relatives. He
visitors in the city were guests aid.)
accompanied Gus Kortrecht to
of the club. A delicious picnic
Louisville, who visited relatives
PROCESSED FOODS
served.
was
'supper
'Blue stamps T2 through X2 here last week.
Friday, July 20—Mrs. Albert good through ,July 30. Y2, Z2,
Philip Sells, USN, is on furPitzer, of Paducah, entertained Al, Bl, and Cl good through
visiting his parents, Mr.
lough
PedSan
of
H1
Johnson,
Mrs. G. E.
August '31. DI through
P. M. Sells.
Mrs.
and
30.
Akin,
good through September
ro, Calif., Mrs. Allison
Joanne Pickering, Mary Leta
Mrs. Chas. Gaddie, Mrs. George Jl through N1 good through
Hamby, Sarah Delia CunningHarralson and Mrs. Emery Dob- October 31.
ETC.
FATS,
MEATS,
and Jimmy O'Hara returnham
Thomas
Mrs.
Princeton,
of
bins,
K2 through P2 good through ed Sunday morning from RichHolman, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
July 91. Q2 through U2 good
where they attended
mond
Mrs. Tom Weaver, of Mayfield,
through August 31; V2 through
the
and Mrs. Roy McKinney, of Z2goo d through Sept. 1. Al Stephens Foster Music camp
Paducah at a lovely luncheon. through El good through Oc- last five weeks.,
Mrs. Tom Coleman was a visitor tober 31.
Ed Lelck of Campbell county
SUGAR
in the afternoon.
realized a net profit of $86.60
Sugar stamp 38 vaild from his flock of 132 White
A lovely tea was given Monday afternoon, July 23, by Mes- through August 31. Five Leghorn hens last month, when
they averaged 23 eggs per hen.
dames Duke Pettit, Sr., R. M. pounds each.
. (Be sure to put your name
Pool and E. E. Bagshaw at the
sugar
and number on canning
home of Mrs. Pool, W. Main
street, from 4 until 6 o'clock, coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
in honor of Mesdames G. E.
this
Johnson, J. H. Williams and C. bulletin every week in
paper. Published to aid our
M. Wood, Jr. Approximately 70
customers and all food buyers
people attended this event.
friendly
Tuesday, July 23—Mr. and in Princeton as a
Mrs. Sam Koltinsky entertained helpful service by
with a six o'clock dinner with
Mrs. G. E. Johnson, of San
Pedro, Calif., as honor guest and
Joe McMican, Prop.
Mr. and Mrs. George Harralson
Ladies' Non-Rationed Footwear. Wedged Soles,
and family.

The Leader
Congratulates

PeoplesService Mere

Lace or Strap . . . Cut out toe and heel. Brown
and White . . . Black . . . Red.

I nuitS

Because of the duties In the office of Tax Commissioner I have been unable to solicit each voter
personally. So I take this means of letting each and
every voter know how deeply grateful I will feel for
your support and influence in my behalf in the approaching Primary election August 4.

REGULAR 9°-9 DOROTHY'
'PERKINS LIPSTICK in the

.flew'plastic case

TWO FOR $1°--g
Choose from 8 lovely Shades

It is my desire to serve the people of Caldwell
County in the same capacity as my late husband. All
humans make mistakes occasionally but I have never
refused to correct any error in any one's tax list.
I know am qualified .for the ,office I seek and
feel that you all know I intend to carry out my duties
honestly and conscientiously if elected.

FOR A UMITED TIMIPONLY

Mrs. Sovern J. Larkins

Blue moccassin toe, military heel, lace oxford—
Non-Rationed.

Thursda

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Friendship News

U. K. History Head Edits
Books On Southern Travel

Dr. Thomas D. Clark, had
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
of the University of Kentucky
Andrew Storms, who suffered department of history is editing
a heart attack several weeks ago,
a series of books on southern
is improving.
travel which will be published
The little daughter of Mr. jointly by the University of
and Mrs. Carl Rodgers, who was Kentucky and the University of
stricken with infantile paralysis, Oklahoma Presses.
is much improved.
Mrs. Orland' Newsom under- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
went an appendectomy at Jen- Robinson last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft
ny Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsvine, last Tuesday and is report- and Lowell Wade and family
were guests of Cecil Moore and
ed to be recovering.
Urey Jones, Kankakee, Ill., family last Sunday.
has returned home after a few
Mrs. Ola Prowell and children
days here with friends and rela- and Miss Minnie Lee Cook, of
Princeton, spent a few days retives.
A large crowd attended the cently with their parents, Mr.
grave yard cleaning at Cross and Mrs. Omer Cook.
Roads church last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Parr, of
Rev. Chas. P. Brooks and Mrs. Louisville, who have been here
Brooks were dinner guests of visiting Mrs. Parr's mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook last Robbie Lowery, and other relaTuesday.
tives, have returned home. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cook were Parr is the former, Margurite

You are cordially invited to attend an
ice cream and pie supper, chicken fry and barbecue

Saturday Night, July 28
There will be a musical, too, and bingo
games . . .

Join the fun at--

Scottsburg School House

St. Petersburg Enjoys
A Rain Of Newspapers

S. D. Hodge
Candidate For

County
Attorney
Democratic Primary
Saturday, Aug.4,1945
Here Ready to Serve — Your Endorsement
Solicited.
Hoping war is soon ended and all of our boys may
omne home.

To The Voters Of
Caldwell County:
Just a reminder to let each and every
voter know how deeply grateful I'll feel for
your support and influence in my behalf in
the approaching Primary election on August 4.
I was a soldier in World War No. 1
and served overseas in the 37th Division,
134th Field Artillery, under Col. Bush, Capt.
Taylor and others, and saw actual combat
service on two different fronts around Metz
and along the Muse river. Col. Bush was
from Columbus, Ohio, and received word that
his wife had passed on while we were fighting on the second front.
It la my desire and ambition to be
Sheriff of my home County of Caldwell and
see that the duties of the Office I seek are
properly and efficiently discharged.
I know I am qualified for the office
sought by' me and feel you know that I intend to put forth my best efforts if elected,
and do so honestly, fearlessly and conscientiously.

Harry Randolph

AP
loarinthkiyNitei,ttkaiypg,
tavanom e.icnui.egcljDocsrsi:ocluoc

Name of Voter
Reg. No.

Residence

a...............

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Held Saturday, August 4, 1945

HAD LOST 35 POUNDS,
GAINS 22 ON RETONGA

ATHLETES FOOT GERM
Kill It For 3c
"Biggest seller in years" say
druggists everywhere. Why? Teol is more than a surface appli- Was Hardly Able To Do Her
cation. Contains 90% alcohol.
Housework For Five Years,
MAKES IT PENETRATE. ReachStates Mrs. Dockery. Now
es more germs faster. Apply
Does Her Housework And
Full Strength for itchy, sweaty
Works In Garden, Too.
or smelly feet. If not pleased
"I shall always be grateful to
your 35c back. Today at Wood
Drug Store.
ad Retonga for it has relieved me
of five years of suffering that
reduced me almost to a walking
More Comfort Wearing
shadow," gratefully declares Mrs
Melissie Dockery, well known
resident of Cawood, Ky. Mrs.
Here Is a pleasant way to overcome
loose plate discomfort FASTEETH. an Dockery is knowrt throughout
improved powder, sprinkled on upper her section for her fine Christand lower plates holds them firmer so
that they feel mom comfortable. No ian character, and as a helpful
gummy, gooey, peaty taste or feeling.
Discussing Retonga,
it, alkaline (non-acid). Does not aria, neighbor.
Checks "plate odor" (denture breath) she happily contiwied:
Thousands praise it. Retonga
Het BASTEKTH today at any drug store.
"For five or six years. I was
may be obtained at Dawson's
hardly able to do my hougework. Drug
Store.
(adv).
My appetite was so poor that
I lost thirty-five pounds and
you can imagine how weak and
fagged out I felt. I was too restless to sleep much, and mornings I usually got up feeling all
Insurance Agency
tired out. I was forced to use
harsh purgatives every few days.
117 W. Main St.
No medicine or treatment seemed to help me much and I w
badly worried about myself.
Established
"Retonga k lost no time
1907
bringing me relief. I eat an
sleep fine. Even that terrible
sluggish elimination is relieved
I have regained
twenty-two
pounds and I do all my house''Not For A Day
vork and also tend my flowe
and vegetable garden, which
But For All Time". had
not done in five years. Retongs deserves full credit in my
case."
"We Have Stayed
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deAnd Paid"
ficiency, constipation, insufficien
flow of digestive juices in the
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
stomach, and loss of appetite.

debate,
favor

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
For County Judge
(vote for One)
ELMER

COOK

CLYDE 0. WOOD

LEM L. MORSE

W. H. TAYLOR

W. OTHO TOWERY

For County Attorney

For Jailer

(Vote for One)

(Vote for One)

S. D. HODGE

J. MARVIN SATTERFIELD

CLAUSCINE R. BAKER

]

D. ERNEST MURPHY

For County Court Clerk

For Tax Commissioner

(Vote for One)

(Vote for One)

THOMAS W. MeCONNELL_El

FLOYD YOUNG

PHILIP STEVENS

MRS. S. J. LARKINS___

C. A. Woodall

"There Were Times When I
Would Have Given Anything
For A Bottle Of Pasteurized Milk"
—In America everyone can enjoy the delicious
wholesome qualities of fresh Pasteurized milk.
Pasteurized milk is a favorite beverage with
soldiers returning from overseas because they
know what it is like to go without it!
Here in America where Pasteurized milk is
plentiful be sure to serve it with every meal.
Use it freely in cooking too for more nutritious
dishes. We deliver.

/Oh

Name of Voter

Number
Residence
Reg. No
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify
the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used in the Democratic
Primary Election to be held Saturday, August 4, 1945 in the following
precincts: Princeton 'No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; Donaldson
No. 1, 2, 3, 4; Fredonia No. 1, 2, 3.

FALSE TEETH

Clerk, Caldwell County Court
The Yiddish language is based
Australia has a section like
on low German and has absorb- the U. Si District of Columbia—
ed certain Hebrew and Ara- the federal government area of
maic expressions.
Canberra.
The smallest European deer is
Emperor Hirohito of Japan is
called a roebuck.
the 124th of his line to reign.

Scientists say Japan has four
slight earthquakes a day and a
serious tremor every six
seven years.
The eyelids blink from this
to six times a minute.

BRIGHTEN-UP
OLD THINGS
LIKE NEW!

ENAMELOID
Treat your furniture, walls,
woodwork, and a hundred
other things around your
home to new life, gorgeous
color, lasting beauty!
Anyone can apply this
hard -drying, decorative

enamel. Resists wear,
water, alcohol! In a wide
variety of stunning colors!

NOW ONLY

News was never more important! The need
for news was never greater! Aware
of this fact, WHAS devotes 127 broadcasts
each week to unglossed, at.thentic
reports of the news as it occurs. To guide the flow of news . . . to assure you

the most important, most complete accounts of history-making events quickly
to bring you special events of significance, PAUL RUSSELL HUDDLESTON
has been brought to WHAS as Director of
News and Special Events.

Paul writes newscasts, edits and supervises the voluminous work of five newswriters, and keeps a watchful eye on the
unceasing slow

news pouring out of

of
six Associated Press and United Press teletype printers. In
addition, with keen
insight and knowing direction he makes
sure that WHAS gives you on-the-scene
reports of important special events.

Born in Campbellsville, Kentucky, the on of a Methodist minister, Paul has lived
all over the State. While getting his degree at Western State Teachers College
Paul edited the "College Heights Herald." During his
year as law student
at the University of Louisville he decided to forsake first
courts for the air waves,
the
and got his first full-time radio job at WSIX, Nashville,
as news editor. Later he
became head of the news department at VVLAC,
in
city, and came to WHAS
that
a short time ago from VVBBB, Burlington, N.
C., where he was Program Director'
A serious student of world events, Paul
has written many interpretative articles for
newspapers in the South, and at one
time had his own news commentary on a
network of six radio stations.

ma
Making sure that WHAS listeners
`get
Intelligent reports of w°rIct
,
events„ as well as interesting items about iititheritic,
Kentuckiana occupies many hours '
o
Paul's daily 24 and keep, him from
Huddleston
spending much time with Mrs.

are

and their three lively sons, 8, 5 and 1%
years of age.

For News as it happens, keep tuned to..
.

Again assuring you of my appreciation
of your support, I oak to remain,
Sincerely,

Consecutive No

Lowery. Mr. Parr is a service
man and is on a furlough from
overseas duty.
R. P. Andrews, our transfer
man, has been delivering coal
throughout this community for
the last few days.
Friday, August 3 will be annual grave yard cleaning at
Lebanon Church.
Ben Yandell, candidate for
sheriff, was through this community last week.
Mr. Philip Stevens, county
court clerk was here last week FORMER ALL-AMERICA
N, LEGLESS VET NOW—Lt. George
seeing the voters of this vicinity. Poschner, All-American
University of Georgia football star and
He was the dinner guest of J. M. running mate of Frankie
Sinkwich, smiles at his sister, Marie
Cook last Tuesday.
(left) and his mother, as he sits on the side of his bed in LawLuther Hayes and son have son General Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., planning a visit to the Unibeen busy the last two weeks versity of Georgia. Poschner, who is from Youngstown, Ohio,
threshing wheat. Besides taking lost both legs and sustained a paralysis in his left hand in
comcare of their own crop they have bat. (AP Wirephoto)
threshed for several other farmers.
When Pigs Have Lice
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller, of.'Nitrates Fruit Trees
Frederick Beyer of McCracken
Ft. Knox, and Sgt. Nelson Rob-Lice or mites should be susinson and wife, of Camp Forest, county says light applications,of pected when hogs rub trees,
Tenn., were here last week visit- ammonium nitrate helped his posts or other objects. Cranking their parents, Mr. and Mrs. apple and peach trees. He first case oil or crude oil sprinkled or
Lucian Robinson and attended used nitrate in July, 1943, when sprayed lightly on pigs at inthe grave yard cleaning at Cross he put 4 pounds under old trees tervals of a week or 10 days
and 2 to 3 pounds under young will
Roads.
destroy lice and mild cases
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller, Mrs. trees. Similar applications were of mange. Advanced
cases of
Lowel Hale and Sgt. Nelson made in the spring and fall of
mange may be cured with limeRobinson and wife were in Hop- 1944 and in May this year. He
kinsville Thursday night visit- is planning to make another ap- sulfur. See yonr county agent
for details of treatment.
ing Mrs. Orlan .Newsom, who plication next fall.
is a patient at Jennie Stewart
Hospital.

Mrs. Gladys Oats, Teacher

•

Educational Ballot

St. Petersburg, Fla.—When it
rains here every one gets an
evening Independent free.
The paper's offer, made originally on Sept. 10, 1910, has stood
since then, with an average of
less than four and a nalf papers,
a year being given away.
For regular paid-in-advance
subscriptions a record is kept
and each time the sunless days
add up to six, each subscriber's
credit is advanced a week.
Street "sales" on rainy days
are free too.
St. Petersburg, as you might
have guessed, calls itself the
"sunshine city."

of c
cou

Princeton Cream & Butter
Company
Phone 161

RADIO STATION
that
flag

Recreation Conference
To Be Held At U. K. .

ebate Scheduled
n Constitution

debate on need for a
A public
nstitutional convention In Kenheld at the Unicky tvill be
Monday
ertity of Kentucky
30, from 8 to 9
July
ight,
l
clock, in Memorial Hall, it was
nounced Saturday by Dr. T.
Clark, head of the departent of history.
Judge E. C. O'Rear, Frankfort,
III, Louisville,
d Eli Brown
sides in the
111 take opposite
ebate, Mr. Brown speaking in
vor of the convention and
udge O'Rear against it.
Doctor Clark will preside at
!W.

OAR.
IN., discomfort a POISON Nam
[CLEWS. Prickly Noel. Seekers. bite%
or lidookelte
cause
Nile.
los
Strod Sweaty
saJp or J..lay Isob,
metklag IMI.a. Qed
r..t. A ormlied.
stet,.
odysiboris Ho or ay mall.
LdbmaSates ~ems, Ale.

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt
Phone U
Princeton. Ky.
.............mINOINMOMIIIMIM

the debate which will be open
to the public without charge.
The question of calling a conis of
stitutional convention
general public interest at this
time, as the 1946 General Assembly will consider further the
matter of calling such a convention to re-draft the constitution.
Judge O'Rear is a prominent
Kentucky jurist and is a former member of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals. Mr. Brown is
former federal district atterney
and is now doing extensive research vn the subject of the
present Kentucky Constitution.

years—or
. Present day values are higher than a few
insurance
your
checked
e‘en a few months ago. Have you
to meet present conditions?
Can we help you?

•
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
111 W. Market It.

PHONE 31

PRINCETON, KY-

*rig

Soldiers On The
Home Front
has
a day
ry six
from Mrs
te.

Held In Baby's Death

Recreational leaders of State
and national prominence will
appear on the program of the
Kentucky State Recreation Conference which has been called
by Governor S. S. Willis for
July 26 at the University of
Kentucky.
The all-day program, which
will be held in the auditorium
of the College of Education
building will be under the chairmanship of Russell Dyehe, director of Kentucky State Parks,
assisted by Mrs. Robert E. Johnson, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
and vice chairman for the conference.
Governor Willis will speak at
the evening Session.

VALUES..

ify
tic
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Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us coiled.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Ky. Faun' News

Squirrel Hunting
Opens August 1

Caldwell County

slot
Roadhouses, where bootlegging,
gambling
machines, and other forms of open
are conducted MUST GO.
"games
Carnivals that operate so called
our
of chance" are a menace to the youth of
the law.
county and must be made to obey
do all
If you will elect me Sheriff I will
these
that is humanly possible to eliminate
flagrant law violations.

LEM L. MORSE

Name of Voter
Reg. No.

Residence

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Held Saturday, August 4, 1945

Nt,
411
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
For Sheriff
(Vote for One)

For County Judge
(Vote for One)

BEDFORD H. McCHESNEY

COOK

ELMER

CLYDE 0. WOOD

LEM L. MORSE

W. H. TAYLOR

W. OTHO TOWERY

to

Fredonia, Ky.

CONSTRUCTION
Workers Needed!
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
CHARLESTON, INDIANA
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
& CO., INC.
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION
Openings in the following jobs:
Laborers - Patrolmen
Carpenters - Painters
Also neetiJel by sub-oontraetor
Sheet Metal Workers &
Linemen Electrical
Work week 54 hours, time and
one half for all hours in excess
of forty.
Company representative will interview and hire at:

War Manpower
Commission
kited States
Employment Service
3:00 a.m. to 4 pm.
243 Bast Ninth Street
HOPKINSVILLI, JCL
on
MONDAY AND TUESDAY OF
IV
EACH WEEK

ive

Service

402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

(Vote for One)

S. D. HODGE

J. MARVIN SATrERFIELD

CLAUSCINE R. BAKERE

D. ERNEST MURPHY

For County Court Clerk
(Vote for One)

PHILIP STEVENS.

I NCO IP °RATIO

El

For Tax Commissioner
(Vote for One)

THOMAS W. McCONNELL_El

LI

FLOYD YOUNG

El

MRS. S. J. LARKINS

For Justice of the Peace
Magisterial District No. 3

ki

(Vote for One)
J. T. WHITE

El

SHELLIE WYATT

Name of Voter

Number

Reg. No
Residence
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify
the above is a co/II•ect facsimile of thn? ballot to be used in the Democratic
Primary Election to he held Saturday, August 4, 1945 in the following
precincts: Bucksnort No. 1, 2, 3, 4.
PHILIP STEVENS
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

Educational Ballot
Consecutive No.
Name of Voter
Residence

Reg. No

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Held Saturday, August 4, 1945

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
For Sheriff
For County Judge
(Vote for One)
(Vote for One)
ELMER

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

LI

SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST 1$ WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.

The ins*trument itself is
only a very small part of
the facilities needed to furnish you telephone service.
The necessary wires must
be available from your
house to the telephone central office ... there must be
available switchboard facilities ... and • great deal of
other equipment.
Major additions to telephone facilities have been
stopped for over three
years because the manufacture of telephone equip.
ment has been diverted to
the needs of our armed
forces.
To meet the demands of
the thousands who are waiting for service, Southern
Bell is engineering a pro.'
gram of expansion to begin
when equipment is avail.
able. As this necessary new
material and equipment
does become available additional time will he required
for its installation and to
catch up on present held
orders for service before
now telephones can be installed without delay.

El
El

For Jailer

For County Attorney
(Vote for One)

4

Dry Administration?

SHERIFF

Consecutive No.

17
1111111"

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Democratic Candidate For

Educational Ballot

It

Wm. M. YOUNG

Lem L. Morse

Harris Suggests
Selling Roosters

Twenty-three 4-H club members in Hancock county • are
feeding 6 calves for the LouisThere is no reason to keep
ville fat cattle show.
From two tO three times as roosters unless eggs are being
great an acreage of balbo rye produced for hatching purposes,
in Hart county will be harvested says C. E. Harris of the Kenfor seed as was done last year. tucky College of Agriculture
Homemakers in McLean counRoosters should be disposed ot
ty report a saving of three to
for
six minutes in the ironing of a Because they are needed
mans shirt since they learned a food and the feed they are using
is needed for growing stock, he
new method.
About 40 farm homes in Mon- declares. Good prices are being
roe county had electricity made paid for roosters.
available to them the past month
The main reason for not keepon one new line.
ing roosters is to save eggs,
Mrs. Ralph Richardson, of the Harris points out, and no one
Greenwood Homemakers' Club should have to be urged to save
in Warren county, reconditioned
as they are needed
30 window shades by painting eggs as badly
and as high priced as they are.
them with water paint.
A large increase in the pro- Harris says he recently found
duction of butter and cottage one produce house throwing out
cheese in Boone county is re- 10 percent of the eggs as unfit
ported by homemakers.
for food. Most of this loss could
A. F. Schneider of Campbell have been prevented if the roostely
county averaged approximat
Mary Grassi (above), 21, has 100 crates of strawberries to the ers had been sold.
"Remember," Harris c o n been charged with second de- acre on six acres.
back
gree murder at Cleveland, Ohio,
Marlin Richards of Russell tinues, "this loss is passed
after Assistant Police Prosecu- county has a five-year-old stand to producers. Farmers will never
tor Joseph Stearns said she con- of vetch on his farm which is realize what they should for
fessed putting her newly-born said to be practically as good as summer eggs so long as they insist on keeping roosters after
baby in a furnace at her home when it was seeded.
Because of the demand, an ad- the hatching season."
and setting fire to the rubbish
been
have
lockers
260
ditional
Now and then one hears the
on which it lay. (AP Wirephoto) added to the frozen food plant
remark, "I keep just one roostcounty
in
Harlan
opened
which
er to crow," but that one roostin April.
to
To help meet the cotton short- er causes hundreds of eggs
age, Mrs. T. E. Owens of South be fertile. Fertile eggs, unless
Madison county, who buys feed kept at low temperature, which
for a large flock of chickens, is almost impossible in summer,
Frankfort, July 24—The first has been selling feed sacks for soon become unfit for food.
Eggs must be handled carehalf of the split-season for hunt- 30 cents each.
The total acreage of corn plant- fully, gathered often and kept
ing squirrels will open August
per20
is
county
ed in Madison
as cool as possible to reach the
1 in Kentucky, Earl Wallace,
cent less than it was a year ago. consumer in good condition. Heat
director of Division of Game
does tremendous damage to inand Fish, points out. The first
fertile eggs, but under the same
part of the season will extend to
conditions fertile eggs soon beSeptember 15 and after a closed
come unfit to eat.
period to November 24, it will
"There is not one sensible
open again and extend through
reason for keeping an old roostDecember 31.
er," concludes Harris' appeal.
Such a hunting season for
11.11.4.rd:iv
Ifif4
"Let's help ourselves and those
squirrels has been in force for
depending on us for food by
the last 2 years and much disselling all roosters and producsatisfaction has been expressed
sots"'
ing better eggs."
throughout the State. Plans are
now for a change at the next
session of the Kentucky LegisNotice
r.
lature, in January, 1946.
The Caldwell County Board
:
Ake
According to the most recent
of Education is open for bids
....:-=for 6,000 bushels of lump coal
information received by officials
1.-411/:NSA
to be delivered to the various
of the Division of Game and
school houses in the Caldwell
Fish from conservation officers,
County School District.
hunters and farmers, squirrels
Sealed bids must be submitare plentiful generally over the
ted to the office of the CaldState.
well County Board of Education
Hunters are required to purin the Courthouse at Princeton,
lichunting
chase a $1-county
Ky., not later than 10:00 A. M.
Monday, August 6.
ense if they do their hunting in
The Caldwell County Board
a particular county. If they
of Education reserves the right
purchase a $3 State-wide huntto reject any and all bids not
ing license they are free to
satisfactory.
Walhunt in all of the counties,
Signed:
lace explained.
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
All hunters *ere urged by
Edw. F. Blackburn, Sec'y.
relicenses
their
buy
to
Wallace
have
they
George Midden of Harrison
gardless of whether
county paid $1,010 for an Aberopportunity to hunt, since money
deen-Angus herd sire purchased
received from sale of hunting
from Huston Bell of Winchester,
by
used
is
licenses
fishing
and
Ky.
to
Fish
and
Game
of
the Division
La Paz, capital of Bolivia was
carry on its program of restockfounded by the Spaniards in
ing fields, woods and streams
1548.
and improving hunting and fishthroughgenerally
ing conditions
out the Commonwealth.
W. W. Johnson
Approximately 150 acres of
J. Y. O'Bannon
land have been terraced on the
Frankfarm of W. W. Daniels in
For Immediate
lin county.
Mercury, between 50,000,000
Delivery On
and 138,000,000 miles away, is
the planet nearest earth.
MONUMENTS

Do you want an Enforced

VOTE FOR

•

BEDFORD H. McCHESNEY

COOK

CLYDE 0. WOOD

LEM L. MORSE

W. H. TAYLOR

W OTHO TOWERY

For County Attorney
(Vote for One)

Ej
LI

For Jailer
(Vote for One)

S. D. HODGE

J. MARVIN SATTERFIELD El

CLAUSCINE R. BAKERO

D. ERNEST MURPHY

For County Court Clerk
(Vote for One)
THOMAS W. McCONNELL_El
PHILIP STEVENS

LI

For Tax Commissioner
(Vote for One)

LI

FLOYD YOUNG
MRS. S. J. LARKINS

For Justice of the Peace
Magisterial District No. 4
(Vote for One)

El
CI

EVERETT GLASS

VOW CROWhi
k Rc A
LA
Om.

cd°
Ift

JAMES REECE

Name of Voter

Number

Residence

Reg. No

I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify
the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used in the Democratic
Primary Election to be held Saturday, August 4, 1946 in the following
precincts: Harmony No. 1, 2.

PHILIP STEVENS

4

BEET BE TASTE

•
irtsr.

Clerk, Caldwell County Court

4:

Thursday, July 26,
194s
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Meeting Of Clay Chapter

Masonic Meeting

Clay Chapter No. 28 will hold
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 Thursday Its regular meeting 7:30 Friday
evening, July 26, 1945, to con- evening, July 27, 1946. Companfer the second degree. Brothers panions please take notice.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest
take notice and attend.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.
Ira C. Glover, Master
G. W. Towery, Secretary
Harry Faulkner of Knox counThe kingdom of Saudi-Arabia ty sold four tons of potatoes
grown from four bags of seed.
has a population of 5,250,000.

Information For
War Veterans

Collections Good
Council Reports

Pitches 19 Innings

Educational Ballot

Cedar Hill Cemetery
To Get Insect Infestation Soon

The header will print this column
weekly for the benefit or veteran..
Questions concerning their righte
will be answered. Address all Inquiries to this paper. Infornuttlon
for this column Is furnished by the
l'nited States Employment Service,
501 East Ninth Street, Hopkineville
h:entUckY.

Consecutive No.
Name of Voter.......

At Monday's City Council sesReg. No.
Residence
sion, approval was given a pro.........................................................................
posal, made by the Sanders Nur.................
(Questions and Answers)
sery Company, Paducah, to spray
trees and shrubbery in Cedar
Q. Is any veteran eligible to
Hill cinetery against insect inthe benefits provided by the
Election Held Saturday, August 4, 1945
festation at a cost of $100.
G. I. Bill?
Favorable action was taken
A. No. Only those veterans
on a proposal made by Ella Colwho served 90 days or more aflier, colored, property owner on
ter September 16, 1940, and who
Donnovan street, relative to a
were discharged under condidrainage ditch, tilng to be laid
tions other than dishonorable are
eligible.
In the ditch by the street force
with the property owner comQ. What if the veteran was
pleting the work.
wounded or discharged before he
Report showed that for the
had served 90 days?
REPUBLICAN PARTY
first 20 days of July nearly
A. The 90-day restriction does
$7,000 of the 1944 taxes were
not apply if he was discharged
For County Judge
for disability incurred in line of
paid upon which a discount of
(Vote for One)
duty.
2 percent had been allowed. The
session was attended by CounQ. I was under 25 years old
when I entered service; am I
Less Mueller, Detroit right cilmen Blackburn, Hammonds.
HEWLETT McDOWELL____n
eligible to return •to college and hander, pitched 19 innings a- Lacey, Morgan with Mayor Cash
finish my course in medicine.
gainst Philadelphia A's in a presiding.
A. F. HANBERRY
A. So long as you had not game which was called in the
passed your 25th birthday when 24th ining with the score 1
you entered service, you are to 1. Mueller, here warming up,
For Sheriff
automatically eligible to all of was relieved by Dizzy TrOut af(Vote for One)
the educational and other bene- ter walking two men in the 19th.
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS—brokfits of the G. I. Bill.
(AP Wirephoto)
en sizes; special price. FederQ. I have a friend who was
BEN YANDELL_
credits.
ated Store.
It
•
over
and just starting to
Q.
Do
I
have
to
wait
until
the
practice law when he entered
FROZEN
FOOD
LOCKER
FOR
Veterans'
Administration
acts beHARRY RANDOLPH
service; now he feels that he
rentals, Caldwell County
has to brush up on his law be- fore I can enter school?
Locker
Plant.
..see-4.
E.
or
K.
A. The rules and regulations
cause he was away from it so
PAULINE CLIF7'
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
are now being drawn, but the
long. Is he eligible for aid?
plan
is
to
have
the
school
certiRADIO SERVICE-3 doors east
A. If a man was over 25 when
entering service he has two op- fy you as a student eligible to
of hospital. Bill Mick.
7tp.
For Justice of the Peace
portunities; 1. He is automatic- veterans' benefits so that you
Magisterial District No. 1
JUST RECEIVED:Full line of
can
enroll
at
once.
ally eligible for a one-year reboys' wash pants for school;
Q.
How
much
will
the
gov(Vote for One)
fresher or retraining course; 2.
sizes 6 to 16. Federated Store.
He can get the same educational ernment pay toward the cost of
benefits as other men by proving my schooling?
FREE—If Excess acid causes you
L. P. HOPPER
A. Up to $500 a year in tuithat .his education was interruptpains of Stomach Ulcers, Intion,
fees
and
similar
costs.
digestion, Heartburns, Belched by entry into service.
Q. Will I receive anything to
ing, Bloating, Nausea, Gas
LUTHER CARTWRIGHTD
Q. Where can a veteran apply
support
myself?
Pains, get free sample, Udga,
for aid under the G. I. Bill?
A. Yes, $50 a month if you
at Dawson Drug Store. 10 tp.
A. He may ask the service
officer of any American Legion are single and $75 if you have WANTED: Aggressive saleswoPost or he may consult the a wife or other dependents.
man, age 21-50, to manage
Name of Voter
Q. How long may I remain in
store for
nationally-known
manager or contact representaschool?
company. Give details of extive at any of the branches of
Number
A. If you were under 25 when
perience and education in letthe Veterans' Administration or
Residence..
....
Reg. No
ter. Interviews will be given
full information will be furnish- you entered service you will repromptly.
3tp
ceive
one
year
of
schooling
for
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify
ed by the Veterans' Representathe above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used in the Republican
tive at any United States Em- your first 90 days of qualifying JUST RECEIVED: Fall dresses,
service, plus a period equal to
Primary Election to be held Saturday, August 4, 1945 in the following
ployment Service Office.
suits and coats. Federated
precincts: Princeton No. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 12.
Q. if I want to enter my state the time you spent in active serStore,
It
vice over 90 days.
University, what do I do?
WANTED: Partner for Saturday
A. Go to the registrar with
Warren Crockett, 4-Her from
night Dance. Must be frisky
your honorable discharge and
Nicholas county, sold a lamb at
enough to dance 44. squares
your high school and other
the lamb show and sale at Lexstraight. Those in doubt can
ington for $23.40 per 100 pounds.
start filling up right now on
Clerk, Caldwell County Court
malty-rich, sweet - as -a - nut
Grape-Nuts, the breakfast cereal with concentrated nourishClaude Tandy of Carroll counAll aircraft control bearings
"Sandpaper" was known to the
ment.
ty reports good results from not made of stainless steel must Chinese as early as the 11th
TOBACCO TWINE
For You To Feel Well
treating
his
phenohogs
with
be
cadmium
FOR
plated to a thick- Century when they used a nat.
SALE: My home with
24 haunt every dayA 7 day. every
weak, never stopping. Um kidneys filter
ness held -between three-ten ural gum to make bits of crushed
modern conveniences, 422 S. thiazine.
Itsurt• matte- from the blood.
JUST
RECEIVED
In
World
Wax
I,
Australia's
thousandths
and five-ten thous- seashells stick to parchment—
If more people were aware of how the
Seminary St. C. L. Bromley 2tp
kidneys, meet conetaagy remove curcasualties were 226,000 of 333,- andths of an inch to meet mili- the earliest recorded. introduc•
pi us fluid, excess •cid• and other sv
te
Approved
000
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tary
MEN'S
twine
for
WORK SHOES — all
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rnatter that cannot etay in the brood
tion of coated abrasives.
without injury to health. there would
sizes and prices. Federated
be better underetanding of why the
primer tobacco leaves. Save
system
is
unmet when kidneys fail
whole
Store.
It
to function properly.
valuable tobacco and time.
Burning.scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
FOR SALE: 5 good tires, also
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backone lot of good third grade
Buy yours now.
ache, headache,. di:einem. rheumatic
pains, getting up at nighta, swelling.
tires. William's Garage .(CorWhy not try Doors'• Pills? You All
The Red Front Stores are very fortunate in having a good supply of splendid
be ming • medicine recommended the
nick Oil Co.)
It
country over. Doan',stimulate the tunetoilet and bath soap which is good news to

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

For Sale
57 acres, 21
/
2 miles Northeast of Fredonia;
good dwelling; good barn, some timber.
PRICED TO SELL . . . FOR DETAILS, SEE . . .

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Princeton, Ky.

u

MADE AY FAMOUS

S.
CHROME
PLATED
PISTON RING SETS
Type PROVED on
World's Toughest
Proving Grounds!
Developed especially to defeat
excessive wear in powerful airplane and other motors! From
the Arctic icelands to Tropic
deserts — chrome plated rings
produce less friction, are more
dependable, and last longer!
Now you can have this same
type ring in YOUR car! First
on the civilian market—costs
no more than ordinary piston
••inas!
Examples of Low Prices

FORD 29-34 . . . $3.50
Set of 6

the battlefield of WAR

Wall
Pateoted WEAltiCHIEK 4-Ploc•
Sectional STEEL Cenetnectlee
Positive oil Control—.n
wear oth•r rings fad, Restores pow*, and compression
--prrneents undue carbon deposit — reduces oil COrallfripti081! ..Fle.1:4 steel conform*
to cylinder—Buy • set. Put
them in. If yOu'rt not leis.
ffed--yout money beck!

11.118.1.1140111.111.1.
11111.111111111.011.4t1/11.11/9111111101111111H1.1141.1555555 mussumonalsoosnotuissmumi

iiiii

Model-A Connecting Rods ... 97c ex.
Generators For Most Cam
ta
Carburetors For Most Cars
II al
Copper Tubing, 1-4 inch .. . 9c ft.
1.....1•11.111111.10Vmem

mamma

16.1111114111114•1111101M1111.1.11,........1.111111.1.1r1

Western Auto
Associate Store
Princeton,

Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN, Mgr.
Phone 212

Kentucky

LI

Kidneys Must
Work Well-

Toilet Or Bath Soap

Um of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waate from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Dean'. today. Use with confidence.
At all dreg stares.

DOAN'S Pills

VOTE!
In The Democratic
Primary Election
Saturday, August 4
It is only 10 days until the Primary election and I wish to take this means of
soliciting your vote and influence. I have endeavored to see as many of the voters
in person as I could, but due to my physical handicap it is impossible for me to
contact each voter in the county.
I wish to express my sincere thanks for the loyal support and help my
friends are extending in my behalf and to express my desire that every legal
voter in the county go to the polls Saturday, August 4 and select the man of
your choice to serve you for the next four years.
It is a duty as well as a privilege of each individual voter to select the man
who will represent the people in the office, and in his daily life, in a manner that
will be a credit to the citizens of the county, and who is a suppirter of the civic,
industrial and religious life of the community.
My education and experience fully qualify me for the Office of County Clerk,
and if elected, I will exert every effort to serve the people in an efficient, courteous and satisfactory manner.
Regardless of my personal ambitions, I promise to loyally support the Democratic nominees in the November election.
Again assuring you of my appreciation and lasting remembrance for your
support, I am,
Sincerely,

Thomas W. McConnell
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK

BULLS FOR SALE: Registered
Herefords. Priced right. R. T.
Humphries, Phone 2922.
2tp

many of their customers, especially
this hot weather and with the scarcity of laundry soaps and soap powders. They
include: Olivilo, Armour's Buttermilk, Armour's Fine Art, Sayman's, Yards,
Sweetheart and Maxine, Gayla Beauty, Island Palm, Grandpa's Wonder, etc.
. •
More for your Money all the time.

FOR SALE: Practically new, 2piece living room suite. Call
166.
It

Marshmallow Stripe

Montgomery Ward & Co.
1005 So. Main St.
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Mrs. Clauscine Baker's Appeal To
The Voters Of Caldwell County.
On behalf of my husband, Sgt. Clauscine R.
Baker, who is now in the Service of his country overseas, I desire to appeal to you as individual voters to
support him for the Nomination on the Democratic
Ticket for the Office of County Attorney.
He is the only Service man who is asking for
your support for this office, and I assure you he
would appreciate a job to come home to, and would
forever be grateful to the People of Caldwell County
for the confidence shown him by you, the Voters.
If fortunes of war are such that he should be
unable to return in time to take over the office on
January 1, we have the assurance of the Caldwell
County Bar that the office will be adequately taken
care o+. until his return.
I am not a politician but, I personally appeal to
wives, mothers and fathers of men in the service for
your support, in behalf of my husband.
I assure you, that It and when he returns to take
over this office, he will have a kind and understanding sympathy for his buddies in the service. To you
who have loved ones in the service, our common cause
is the same, the safe and speedy return of our loved
cnes and a job for them when they get back. Clauscine is depending on me to carry on his campaign ,for
him. I do not want to fail him. I promised him I would
do all I could to secure his nomination. Please help
me keep my promise to my husband who is now
stationed in France.
I will be unable to see each of you individually
and solicit your support. I would like each of you to
consider this as a personal appeal directed to you for
your vote and support in the election of Sgt. Clauscine
R. baker, and assure 'You if he is nominated and
elected we, will forever feel grateful to the electorate
of etildrsill County for this gracious favor.

Sincerelyi
AIRS, CLATISCINIE R. BAKER

CAKES

lb. 26f

bulk

11,0
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE lb -14

Good to the last drop, drip or reg.

Easily prepared,

8 oz. Kir

Ralston's-24 oz. pkg.
WHOLEWHEAT

21(

CEREAL

(
TOMATO JUICE 2 No. 2 cans 19

1

(Most delicious when slightly chilled)

meat delicious

TENDERONI

lee Cream

pkg. (
9
ja

Cracken Good Soda

CRACKERS

can (
5

Webeter's

Johnston's Homogenized

PEANUT BUTTER

SUNBRITE CLEANSER

1 lb. box

Island Palm

TOILET SOAP

cake

in

4

SALT

11(

MUSTARD GREENS No. 2 can
Loot* Bell

(
14 oz. bottle 19

Virginia Dare

7 oz. pkg.

9(

GRAPE NUT FLAKES
Quaker

iNSTANT ADE
bottle (
5
Makes 1 gallon delicious drink
Value Cut stringless

HOMINY GRITS

pkg. 9ft

GREEN BEANS

(
No. 2 can 12

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Cool off with lemonade

LEMONS

35‘
lb. 10(

doz.

Delicious flavor

CANTALOUPES
Golden California

APRICOTS

20(
lb. 20(

lb.

Large red

PLUMS

All sixes—

GRAPEFRUIT

lb.

14

5 lbs.

53(

Sweet California

ORANGES
Tender, Michigan

CELERY

stalk lo(

Round wisp

RADISHES

5
bunch (

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables • .. More for
your Money all the time.
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